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Increase/Decrease
When workload levels are 
high (or there is a serious 
production issue) we can 
quickly increase staff to deal 
with the situation efficiently. 
When the DBA work load is 
light the assigned Main Street 
DBAs can reduce the activity 
level accordingly.

FASTER RESULTS
Beyond aligning DBA resources with the 
business need we can add seasoned expertise 
on database projects to show results more 
quickly by using known solutions that we 
leverage from our many years of experience.

Clear Traction
With Main Street you 
pay only for the DBA 

time itself. There are no 
“retainer fees”… or “per 

server fees”… or 
“operations fees” – the 

costs are easy to 
understand and all of 

our work is documented 
and sent to you weekly.

You keep full control
 it’s not an outsourced solution – it’s an extension of your team.

Why use Main Street DBAs?

Flexibility
Main Street DBAs enables 

our customers to flex up or 
down with the DBA work 

demands. Think of Main 
Street as your partner for 

increasing the capabilities of 
your DBA team in a very 

flexible manner.

Problem Management
Main Street DBAs can also quickly implement 
both operational and performance database 
monitoring and integrate the tools into 
ITIL-based processes for effective incident and 
problem management.

TESTIMONIAL
“Excellent service and expertise. It’s like the VMware of DBA’s. 
Use only what you need and share the overhead with others.

Great, affordable model to get an experienced DBA who knows 
you and your environment, when you need one without hiring 
one.”

John Love, CIO
iFreedom Direct
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BE THE DBA
Don’t need a fulltime DBA, 

but need solid coverage.

Mentoring
Mentor my existing DBA

SUBSET FOCUS
To focus on a subset of databases 

so we can focus elsewhere.

Skill Access
Gain access to very 

specialized DBA skills.

Extra help
Provide extra help for 

current DBA staff.

FILL-IN
If my existing DBA should 

become unavailable.

How Clients Use Mainstreet DBAs

Contact us to get your 
database support 

back on track.
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